
Construction sites normally include several obvious physical hazards. However, one hazard that is not always apparent is 
electrical. The information listed below is designed to make you aware of common electrical hazards found on the job site 
and how to safely protect yourself from those hazards.

General Safety
• Keep equipment and work activity a safe distance from live power lines.
• Call 811 before any digging is performed.
• Ensure power cords and extension cords are in good condition. Repair or remove any damaged electrical cords.
• Extension cords must be 3-wire type so they may be grounded.
• Limit exposure of connectors and tools to excessive wet conditions.
• When exposed to wet conditions, ensure that a GFCI is installed on the equipment you are working with.
• Do not remove grounding prongs from electrical cords.
• Avoid using tools where contact with live connections could occur.

Electrical Repairs
• When doing maintenance or repairs on equipment, make sure the power source is off. 
• Follow OSHA’s Lockout/Tagout procedures.

Equipment
• Use GFCIs on all 120 volt, single-phase, 15 and 20-amp receptacles or have an assured equipment grounding conductor program.
• Use double-insulated tools and equipment that is distinctively marked.
• Visually inspect all electrical equipment before use. Remove any equipment with frayed cords, missing ground prongs, cracked  
 tool casings, etc. from service.

Generators
• Do not bring a generator indoors. Be sure it is located outdoors in a location where the exhaust gases cannot enter a home  
 or building. Ensure you have good ventilation.
• Turn off generators and let them cool prior to refueling.
• Ensure generators are equipped with GFCIs.

Ladder Safety
• When performing electrical work, use non-conductive ladders.
• To avoid accidental contact with live lines, don’t carry or move extension ladders fully extended.
• When using ladders make sure they are in good condition. Ensure the rungs and overall structure of the ladder is sound.
• Secure ladders at the top and bottom to prevent them from moving or slipping.
• If you can’t tie a ladder off, ensure it is on stable and level ground so it cannot be knocked over or the bottom kicked out.
• Extend the top of extension ladders at least 3 feet above the landing.
• When climbing a ladder, always face it and maintain 3 points of contact.
• Make sure extension ladders are at the proper 4:1 angle when in use.
• Ensure the rungs are in good condition and free of slip hazards.
• Ensure that you are protected from any fall hazard 6 ft or greater.
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